-Less School Means More EDUCATIONI’d like to take a moment to compare what I learned in over 20 years of formal schooling
with what I learned in the two days of the recent Indiana University system-wide strike.

start

with

what

I’ve

learned

in

school.

In elementary school I learned that those who don’t do what they are

into
the
streets!

I learned about making autonomous contributions to a collective
struggle and when to
step back to make room
for others’ initiatives. I
learned how to respectfully confront comrades
and about how to make
plans with a large and disparate group of people.

and

I learned so much
in the two days of
the strike.

schools

And it was excellent preparation for the dismal but different work-worlds
that opened to me with each successive move up the ladder of education.

the

In over two decades of schooling I learned two things:
obedience and conformity.

of

told are punished. I learned how to ignore or actively suppress my own
desires in order to fit the mold prescribed for me. In high school I
learned that requirements for obedience extend well beyond the confines
of home and school and that the norms of society must be internalized
in order to be “successful.” In college I learned to tell authorities what
they want to hear and how to do as little as possible for what I want. In
graduate school I learned that hard-working adults were not to have
a life outside of work and how to persevere through intense boredom.

Out

Let’s

My participation in the strike has taught me a great deal about autonomy and fighting against power- and was also a great source of personal
growth.

Furthermore, I learned about the myriad forms that resistance can take

and about other struggles around the world. I also learned that I can stand
up to those in power and that I stand by those who fight with me to the end.
Similarly, I learned that I have many friends and comrades who have my back.

This contrast reveals much about the true purposes of schooling.

The more I’ve learned about schooling the more convinced I am that it is
intended to promote obedience and conformity in order to maintain an
easily manipulated population. This is clear if one looks into the history
and philosophy of schooling, but I believe it is most obvious when one honestly reflects on their own experiences at school. The same trends continue
when one zooms out to look at society as a whole. The existing power
structures are maintained by capital and the state, while the illusion of
social mobility keeps most of us begging for the table scraps of the elite.
And from schooling to prison, there are many ways in which would-be
rebels are kept in line.
It doesn’t have to be this way!

We must destroy all forms
The entire system is dependent on our
complicity – it falters when we
of hierarchy and the related
refuse
to participate and breaks down
systems of control in order
when we begin
to break free from the many
to actively take it apart. All over the
shackles that bind us.
world, people are fighting back.

If you participated in the strike in any way, I invite you to take
a moment to reflect on what you learned through the experience.

Then compare that with what you learn in the same amount
of time at school. You might also compare the joy and connectedness you felt in the strike with the boredom and alienation of schooling.
Make your own conclusions
and act accordingly.

Out of the schools and into the streets!

https://rififibloomington.wordpress.com/
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